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Input: hearing   18   integrity   50   xenon   89   glow   33  century  81  23  goal. 

Step I:  glow   hearing   18   integrity   50   xenon   33   century   81   23   goal  89 

Step II: glow   goal   hearing   18   integrity   50   xenon   33   century   23   81   89 

Step III: glow   goal   xenon   hearing   18   integrity   33   century   23   50   81   89 

Step IV: glow   goal   xenon   century   hearing   18   integrity   23   33   50   81   89 

Step V:  glow   goal   xenon   century   hearing   integrity   18   23   33   50   81   89 

The appropriate steps for the given input: 

Input: 19 numerology 48 global 88 xylem 25 telling 79 59 fabricate torcher 

1. Which step number would be the following output? 

Xylem global telling torcher 19 numerology 25 fabricate 48 59 79 88 

(a) Step III   (b) Step IV   (c) Step V   (d) There will be no such step    (e) None of the above 

2. Which of the following would be the last step of the rearrangement? 

(a) IV (b) V (c) VI (d) VII (e) None of the above 

3. If in the last step all of the words get rearranged in alphabetical order, which of the following 

words would retain its original position? 

(a) Fabricate  (b) Xylem  (c) Telling  (d) Global  (e) None of the above 

4. Which of the following would be at the 7th position from the left in step III? 

(a) 25 (b) Fabricate  (c) 48 (d) Telling  (e) None of the above 

5. In step IV, if ‘xylem’ is related to ‘88’ and ‘global’ is related to ‘79’ than ‘19’ is related to which of 

the following, if the same pattern is followed? 

(a) 48 (b) 59 (c) Fabricate  (d) 25  (e) None of the above 
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Input: wonderland 65 23 85 crow finger 35 hair 17 05 glow draw.  

Step -I    85 65 23 crow finger 35 hair 17 05 glow draw wonderland.  

Step –II  85 05 65 23 finger 35 hair 17 glow draw wonderland crow.  

Step -III  85 05 65 23 finger 35 17 glow draw wonderland crow hair.  

Step -IV  85 05 65 17 23 finger 35 glow wonderland crow hair draw.  

Step –V  85 05 65 17 35 23 finger wonderland crow hair draw glow.  

Step -VI  85 05 65 17 35 23 wonderland crow hair draw glow finger.  

Input: Funds 96 age tour 17 02 bucket car 31 40 goal 48 hut 65. 

1) Which element would be at 6th position from the right end in step lll for the given input? 

a) 31      b) 40      c) 17      d) Funds      e) None of these 

2) Which step number would be '96 02 65 funds 17 bucket car 31 40 goal 48 tour age hut' for the 

given input?  

a) IV      b) II      c) III      d) I      e) None of these 

3) Which element is third to the left of 'funds' in step IV for the given input?  

a) 02      b) 96      c) tour      d) 31     e) None of these 
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